Gear shifting strategy of vehicle is important aid for the acquisition of dynamic performance and high economy. A dynamic programming (DP) algorithm is used to optimize the gear shifting schedule for off-road vehicle by using an objective function that weighs fuel use and trip time. The optimization is accomplished through discrete dynamic programming and a trade-off between trip time and fuel consumption is analyzed. By using concave and convex surface road as road profile, an optimal gear shifting strategy is used to control the longitudinal behavior of the vehicle. Simulation results show that the trip time can be reduced by powerful gear shifting strategy and fuel consumption can achieve high economy with economical gear shifting strategy in different initial conditions and route cases.
Instruction
The notable differences between off-road vehicle and passenger car include special functions, huge weight capacity, and rough driving area, which may lead to gear shifting frequently. The automatic transmission had been installed in construction vehicle since the mid of last century. Mining trucks with mechanical powertrain system often equip automatic transmissions, which could enhance the production efficiency. To achieve high economy, gear shifting strategy of automatic transmission is a challenging problem for researchers. For a heavy vehicle weighing more than 15 tons, about 1/3 of the life cycle cost comes from the cost of fuel [1] . As a special vehicle, mining truck weighting around 50 tons, the average fuel consumption is around 100 L/100 km. For this type of vehicle, the gear shifting strategy improving fuel efficiency in every trip has good benefit in the whole life cycle.
The drive cycle of mining truck is often regulated in advance, which locates between source area and storage area. It leads to collecting elevation and slope data easily. With known road data, it is available to use dynamic programming approach to optimize the gear shifting strategy to reduce the fuel consumption and trip time. As a numerical method for solving multistage decision-making problems, dynamic programming has been applied to optimize fuel and electricity costs associated with two supervisory control strategies for a series of plug-in hybrid electric vehicle and control strategy for heavy hybrid electric truck [2, 3] . Besides, it is proposed for design of the optimal gear shift strategy to study quantitatively an optimal trade-off between the fuel economy and the drivability [4] . At present, some researchers have developed economical gear shifting strategy applying for heavy duty truck. The problem that which kind of speed profile will minimize fuel consumption of a land vehicle is stated. Based on different guide way characteristics, the optimal speed profile is analyzed for minimizing fuel consumption [5] . Lattemann and his colleagues used predictive cruise control allowing the vehicle speed to vary around the cruise control by setting speed within a defined speed band in an effort to reduce fuel consumption for trucks [6] . The efficiency of engine, the powertrain system, and the pump are considered and set up the optimal economy gear shifting strategy for construction vehicles [7, 8] . Shi et al. used a modified recursive least square method to estimate the vehicle mass and generalized slope and made a self-adaptive gear shifting strategy of uphill and downhill 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering slopes without considering fuel consumption [9] . For costing lots of fuel consumption, it should be considered into gear shifting strategy. The method of modeling and calculating fuel consumption for heavy-duty vehicle was illustrated, and it had been verified by experiments [10] . Therefore, it is plausible to calculate the fuel consumption based on the accurate powertrain system model and real road profile. For optimization, economical strategy for a heavy truck is conducted by finding how to drive a truck over various road topographies. While the results show that the optimal solution is to keep constant speed for level road and in small gradients [11] , Delgado et al. got the results which show that the use of average velocity and average positive acceleration was suitable for the translation of fuel consumption [12] .
In this work, an optimal control algorithm based on dynamic programming is formulated to find gear shifting strategy for a mining truck weighting 50 tons. Comparing different step lengths, the proper length had been found with considering accuracy and enumeration load. With a traditional powertrain model and known road profile ahead, we minimized trip time and fuel consumption in different initial states on simple road profile separately. The results show there is a trade-off between trip time and fuel consumption in all of cases and when it achieves the highest fuel economy with sacrificing the trip time. Taking into account all characteristics of powerful strategy and economical strategy, the trip time becomes a constraint instead of a part of objective function. The optimal gear shifting strategy presents that it spends less fuel consumption than powerful strategy and takes fewer time than economical strategy. The optimal algorithm could be applied to find an economical gear shifting strategy with desired average speed. In addition, two special road profiles are substituted for simple road and the optimal results accord with the results derived from simple road profile. Combing a two-dimensional dynamic programming algorithm with weighted cost function and known route information will be discussed and compared in trip time and fuel consumption.
Modeling for Mining Truck
Powertrain System
Powertrain System Configuration and Dynamics Analysis.
Powertrain system of mining truck comprises an engine, an automatic transmission, a drive shaft, a retarder, and a wheelside reducer. The power produced by engine transfers from engine to wheel through transmission system to drive the vehicle [13] . Figure 1 shows the configuration and torque pass line of driveline for a 50-ton mining truck. Table 1 shows the main parameter of the truck. The truck equips one of the M11 series diesel engines produced by Cummins, and the output power is related to the mass of fuel in every stroke cycle and engine angle speed . Based on experimental data, the output torque can be expressed by a polynomial as follows: where the maximum value of fueling depends on a quadratic polynomial of the engine angle speed, like
In the above equation, the coefficients from 1 to 6 are derived from the experimental data of this engine. From Figure 2 , it shows that the fueling bounds appear to be well approximated by using the polynomial (2).
Newton's second law of the motion gives the relation between the engine acceleration of angle speeḋ, the inertia of the rotating parts , the output torque of engine , the input torque to converter, and loss torque fric, . Consideṙ When a gear is engaged, the torque at wheel can be determined by the lumped rotating inertia , the gear ratio , and the lumped reduction ratio from retarder and wheelside reducer. Ignoring the brake torque, denote and as the following equations:
where is the transmission efficiency of the driveline system anḋ, , , and represent the angular acceleration, braking torque, friction, and radius of wheel, respectively.
Based on the longitudinal dynamics of vehicle, the friction of wheel can be described by Newton's second law. The equation shows the following, where is the mass of vehicle and V is velocity of vehicle. In the longitudinal direction, the main resisting forces are considered to be air drag, rolling resistance, and gravitational force, which are illustrated in Table 2 . Consider
Combining (1) to (5), the acceleration of vehicle can be represented by parameters that are mentioned in this section [14] . Consider
Fuel Consumption.
The advanced internal combustion engine produces power and emission from fuel and air in every stroke. The fuel consumption (g/s) is identified depending on fueling (g/stroke * cylinder) and engine speed (rad/s) [15] . Consider
where cyl is the number of cylinders and is the crank rotation number in every stroke.
Reformulation Model by Displacement.
For optimization by numerical method, the model should be transformed from being parameterized by time to being parameterized by position. Since the states including velocity and fuel consumption are discrete in regard to time, they need to be represented by position. Assuming a short distance , it is the function of time and the function of displacements [16, 17] . Then, can be represented as follows:
When the speed V > 0, the short distance is assumed to be . Therefore, (6) and (7) will be transferred to the next two equations:
In this problem, the velocity of vehicle, fuel consumption, and gear number in current state can be described by their value of last state. The state vector is assumed to be
. By ignoring the braking torque, the control trajectory is the gear shifting state = [ ] .
Optimizing Gear Shifting Strategy by Dynamic Programming
Mining truck is different from passenger car in several aspects, such as driving condition. The trajectory of off-road vehicle is usually fixed from mining area to intermediate of transport. This route can be divided into small steps and the distance of each part is equal to . The gear number for the next step is decided by dynamic programming algorithm to minimize cost function for the next step. Following the same way, the gear shifting strategy will be acquired for the whole route.
Constraints of State.
The roads of mining truck may decline sharply which results in the actual speed just achieving 80% of the maximum speed. The speed should be less than the maximum speed of current gear (V ,max ) and larger than the minimum speed of current gear (V ,min ) [18] . For different gear, the range of speed is shown as follows:
There are five gears for the automatic transmission equipping in mining truck, and the gear number should be continuously assuming no gear skipping. Therefore, gear number needs to satisfy the following constraints, when the current gear is and the next gear is +1 . Consider
Because of the fuel consumption calculated by real engine speed and torque, there are no other constraints.
Constraints of Control.
The transmission control unit (TCU) sends gear shifting signals to transmission. The range of control policy also needs to be considered with the current gear number. When the gear is the highest gear, it is impossible to upshift any more. While the gear is the lowest gear, it cannot continue to downshift. Otherwise, the control policy can be any plausible value of −1, 0, and 1. Consider (12) 3.3. Objective Function. Considering fuel consumption with ignoring trip time, a truck will have a powerful performance. Therefore, the objective function included not only fuel consumption costing on a known route but also trip time. Moreover, penalty coefficients in the cost function are used to adjust a trade-off between powerful and economical performances of vehicle. The cost function taking into account both trip time and fuel consumption is shown as follows:
where and are the penalty coefficients for fuel consumption and trip time, respectively, and is the number of steps dividing the whole journey.
Application of the Dynamic Programming Algorithm.
For a given system, dynamic programming can be used to find the optimal control input that minimizes a chosen cost function. However, all dynamic programming algorithms are based on decision processes. It means that a dynamic system with continuous inputs and states has to be approximated by a discrete-value system. There are several issues need to be considered for implementing the algorithm, including grid selection, interpolation, and assuming parameters of algorithm. For dynamic programming approach, the control variable needs to be discrete firstly. Plausible values of gear control = [ ] are given by the constraint of gear number. For system state = [V, ] in stage , all plausible next states can be described by (14) . When the state is shown as follows, 
Based on the cost-to-go function and state values, the algorithm is illustrated as the following procedures of dynamic programming [19] :
(ii) let = − 1;
(iv) repeat the last step for = − , = 2, 3, . . . , ; (v) the minimum cost based on the optimal control is 0 , where the controls are coming from the initial state.
To find the optimal gear shifting schedule for making mining truck powerful and economical, (13) is used as the cost function with considering constraints of states and controls. The states are discrete into a matrix whose size is 9×5. Because velocity is continuous and valuable, the interval of discretization is assumed to be 5 km/h. Allowable controls are applied in every step, and the optimal control is recorded in every step, which makes cost become the minimum one. Repeating mentioned process, the minimum cost will be found when the step goes to the first step. It means that the controls are the best gear shifting strategy combining powerful and economical performance for mining truck. The parameters of approach are presented in Table 3 .
Discussion
The problem optimizing gear shifting strategy to make vehicle performance powerful and economical will be transferred to a general problem that is searching an array control policy to minimize the cost function with specific constraints. In this section, the results are described with adjusting different step lengths, initial states, and coefficients of powerful and economical performance. How those mentioned parameters influence results is conducted in this section.
Optimizing Gear Shifting Strategy in Different
Step Lengths. Assume the route ahead of mining truck is 100 m straight without any slope. The powerful coefficient is set to Comparing the results in different step lengths, the optimal gear shifting strategy based on minimizing trip time can be seen in Figure 3 . The final states of different step lengths are almost the same, while the trip time of those conditions almost spends the same time: 11.48 s for 10 m/step, 11.41 s for 5 m/step, and 11.21 s for 1 m/step. The moments achieving the fifth gear for different conditions are different. For step length of 10 m, the gear increases by the fifth gear after the vehicle runs to 50 m, while the distances are 40 m and 37 m for 5 m/step and 1 m/step, respectively. Therefore, the optimal control is influenced by step length in the same horizon. However, step length is not as small as possible for a numerical approach.
The smaller step length is applied, the more times iteration is used. It results in increasing the computational complexity. For actual problem, the step length should consider the response performance of vehicle system. If the frequency of gear shifting exceeds the intrinsic system value, it deteriorates the comfort performance and components abrasion. As can be seen from Figure 3 , the results of 5 m/step state the main performance index of vehicle gear shifting without calculation burden and this length is adapted in the following work.
The computational complexity is determined by the dimensions and the number of quantization levels used for the state and control spaces. The step length determines the minimum interval for gear shifting [20] . In different step lengths, the required computation time becomes where is a constant and and are the total number of state grid points and discrete controls, respectively. The constant is mainly dependent on the capacity and speed of the available computer hardware.
The Relationship between Fuel Consumption and Trip
Time. The best shifting schedule is to take the lowest fuel consumption and the shortest trip time in the same time. However, there is a coupling relationship between trip time and fuel consumption. According to the conservation of energy, it takes more fuel consumption to obtain more power when the trip time is too short, but when we need to save the fuel, the trip time should be increased to produce the same amount of power. Therefore, how much of the fuel consumption increases when reducing the trip time is the key to choose which kind of shifting schedule for this system.
To solve this problem, the trip time is changed to become a constraint by modifying the previous model of dynamic programming. The result shows that the optimized shifting schedule balances the power and the economy. Using the 10 km/h at the first gear as the initial state, the results are showed in Figure 4 . The quantitative relationship between trip time and fuel consumption is set up, which has been improved and is acceptable. In Figure 4 the left figure shows the results in 100 m straight road, and right one states the results in 100 m uphill road with a 2.5 (rad) slope.
Choosing four kinds of states as initial states, the model is conducted in straight road and uphill road, respectively. As showed in Figure 4 , when initial state is 35 km/h at the fourth gear, the results are in the area of high speed with low fuel consumption, which indicates that the result of powerful shifting schedule is the same as that economical shifting schedule. The gear shifting schedule by using the dynamic programming is beneficial for finding optimal strategy with fixed real road profile.
Comparison of Performances in Different Road Profiles

For Convex Road Surface.
Examples of convex road are seen in Figure 5 , which is 340 m. It gives the variation of trip time, fuel consumption, velocity, and gear versus the displacement. The blue stars represent the gear shifting schedule for minimizing fuel consumption. Gear increases to the fourth gear before 100 m while gear in optimizing trip time case keeps on low gear at that moment. The reason is that vehicle at low gear is easy to achieve high acceleration. The trip time taking by minimizing fuel consumption case is longer than another case, and velocity has achieved the same value at the end of route. The specific value of trip time and fuel consumption is shown in Table 4 , where the data in the row of economical gear shifting strategy means the results by minimizing fuel consumption. Simulations on 340 m convex route show that the trip time for a mining truck was reduced by 14.3% with an insignificant change in trip time with powerful gear shifting strategy. Although there are few differences for trip time and fuel consumption, it will become a large value when route extends to hundreds of miles.
For Concave Road
Surface. In Figure 6 an example of concave road is shown. Simulations on the entire rote are made with varying horizon lengths. The gear shifting strategies in different cost functions have similar trends before 300 m, while gear is decreased from fifth to third gear at the end of route when minimizing trip time. It leads to the fact that the velocity for optimizing fuel consumption is less than the velocity in another case. To see results clearly, the specific values were shown in Table 5 . Based on all of the results, the gear shifting strategy with different cost functions has correct response for the minimized parameter, and it validates that the algorithm of dynamic programming is reasonable. It can be applied for the real road profile for looking for the economical gear shifting strategy and powerful gear shifting strategy.
Conclusion
The paper established a shifting schedule based on the dynamic programming (DP) theory for off-road vehicle, with making fuel consumption and trip time as the objective function and gear changing as the controlling variable. Comparing and selecting the appropriate step length, it ensures the simulation to be accurate and efficient. Adjusting the penalty coefficients in the objective function is to optimize the powerful and economical strategy. The trip time is considered to be a constraint when making economical shifting strategy that balances the power and economy for mining truck. For the actual condition, the powerful shifting schedule has contributed to get the relationship between increment of the fuel consumption and decrement of the trip time. For the future work, the road profile should be alerted to the actual road with sorted of conditions and desired velocity penalty function can be added into objective function. Based on real road profile, the optimization will be conducted for minimizing fuel consumption for mining truck by using this method. The optimal control strategy derived from dynamic programming can be applied to the transmission control unit for saving fuel and time.
